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Abstract 

 
Smartphone are very common to use by more people and for more purposes, and the 

interest into the mobile applications development has increased. Many companies, 

that are exposing their service as web services, intend to enable mobile access to 

distribute their web resources. This work is about developing a mobile phone 

application for disseminating operational information to customers and suppliers of 

the company “100 Procent Media AB”.  This application is based on android as 

operating system. The company put messages on its server that the mobile 

application later reads and store data in the database of the mobile application. The 

customers of the company receive a message that is stored in the server of the 

developing application. 

Key words: Android Application development, Designing user interface, 

Notification.  
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1 Introduction 

Mobile phones are very common nowadays. People use mobile phones not just 
for talking furthermore mobile phones could be used in variety ways such as 
surfing the internet, watching movies and receiving data. Among these 
assumption, Android came out [1]. 

Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google, the 
application development uses Java programming language. The software 
developers often use Eclipse integrated development environment [2]. 

Android is one of the most popular mobile platforms to develop 
applications and games for user everywhere. Android has an open marketplace 
called Google Play to distribute and sell Android applications [3]. 

First of all it is vital to design the user interface by building an Android 
application. The user interface design should be easy, sleek and powerful, that is 

suitable for the Android user [3]. 
R. Meier states that “android is an open source software stack that includes 

the operating system, middleware, and key applications along with a set of API 
libraries for writing mobile applications that can shape the look, feel, and 
function of mobile handsets”[4]. 

This paper will deal mainly with designing a user interface for developing 
a mobile application. Through this application the company “100 Procent Media 

AB” will disseminate operational information to its customers and suppliers in 
case that the internet connection to their servers breaks. That will be done by 
creating a suitable user interface design for this Android application. 

 

1.1 Research Problem 

The communication between the company “100 Procent Media AB” and its 
customers are now built on a website, email, IP telephony. However when the 
link between the internet and the server room of the company is broken, the 
company lose all these kinds of communication to the customers [5]. 

 

1.2 Aim 

In the case of the downtime of the server room and/or when some other traffics 

disruptions occur, the company needs a way of communicate with its customers. 
An application for mobile phone is a good complement to the website, and 
through this application costumers can get important information about these 
disruptions [5]. 

 

1.3 Research questions 

For this aim following questions should be answered: 
1. Can a suitable user interface be designed for this Android 

application.  

2. Is it possible to display the status of server in priority way. 

3. Are there some ways to make users aware when to access the 

application. 
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1.4 Thesis outline 

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows: first, in background 

are presented some general information about the company “100 Procent Media 
AB” and description about the theory of the Android system. Then, the choice 
of methods is described, which are important for solving the research questions. 
Next, the user interface of the application is designed and implemented. After 
this, the results are presented and following is the discussion for the future 
research. Finally a conclusion of this paper will give an overview of what can 
be extracted from this paper to develop an application for the mobile phone. 
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2 Background  

2.1 The Company 

The name of the company is “100 Procent Media AB” and is located at 

Sandbacka Park in Sandviken. 
The company delivers managed web services to the costumers such as 

business, municipalities and large organizations. All operations take place in 
their own server data center at Sandbacka Park. The data center is connected to 
internet through Sandnet (Sandviken metropolitan area network) [5]. 

2.2 Theoretical Background of the Android 

Android is a software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating 
system, middleware and key applications. The Android software development 
kit (SDK) provides the tools and APIs necessary to begin developing 
applications on the Android platform using the Java programming language [6]. 

2.2.1 Android Architecture 

The architecture of android promotes the performance of the component reuse, 
leading to share and publish activities, services and data with other applications 
[4]. The architecture of the android application is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Android application architecture [7]. 

 
As illustrated in figure 1, the android architecture is built on the following 

layers: 

 Linux kernel: Android operating system is built on Linux kernel 

version 2.6 or later and is released under the open source GPL v2 
license [8]. 
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 Android runtime: Each application runs in its own process, 
which has its own virtual machine and are released under the open 
source Apache license [9]. 

 Libraries: The Android architecture consists of set C/C++ core 
libraries, which are exposed through the application framework. 
These libraries provide the basic functionalities for the Android 
application such as media library, surface manager, graphics 
libraries including SGL and OpenGL, SQLite database, WebKit 
web browser and SSL internet security [4]. 

 Application framework: Android provides a framework to be 
used when building own application software. The important 
application services of all Android applications are activity 
manager to control the life cycle of the activities, views to 
construct the user interface for the activities, notification manager 
to signal the user about events, content providers to share data 

between applications and lastly resource manager supporting non-
code resources like strings and graphics to be externalized [4]. 

 Applications: the standard and self-developed applications are 
located on this level of the android operating system. 

2.2.2 Application Components 

Application components are the essential building blocks of an Android 
application. Each component is a different point through which the system can 
enter the application. There are four different types of application components. 
Each type serves a distinct purpose and has a distinct lifecycle that defines how 
the component is created and destroyed [9]: 

 Activities: An activity represents a single screen with a user 

interface and is implemented as a subclass of activity. 

 Services: A service is a component that runs in the background to 
perform long-running operations or to perform work for remote 
processes. A service is implemented as a subclass of service and 
does not provide a user interface. 

 Content providers: A content provider manages a shared set of 
application data and is implemented as a subclass of 

ContentProvider and must implement a standard set of APIs 

that enable other applications to perform transactions. Through the 

ContentProvider, other applications can query or even 

modify the data, if the ContentProvider allows it. 

 Broadcast receivers: A broadcast receiver is a component that 

responds to system-wide broadcast announcements and is 

implemented as a subclass of BroadcastReceiver and each 

broadcast is delivered as an Intent object. Although 

BroadcastReceiver does not display a user interface, they 

may create a status bar notification to alert the user when a 
broadcast event occurs. More commonly, a 

BroadcastReceiver is just a gateway to other components 

and is intended to do a very minimal amount of work.  
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3 Methods 

In this chapter the methods for designing of the Android application are 
presented and the android project in eclipse is defined. 
 

3.1 Methods for Designing the Application 

In order to develop a prototype for the application, user interface modules were 

built by using View and ViewGroups, which have many types of these 

objects. 
View objects are the basic units of user interface on the Android platform 

and their class serves as the base for subclasses like widgets. The 

ViewGroups class on the other hand serves as the base for subclasses like 

layouts [11]. Figure 2 illustrate how to define a user interface layout for the 
Android application. 

To design user interface, two methods could be used: the procedural 

methods and the declarative method [10]. 
The procedural method is used in the code of Java API’s, meanwhile the 

declarative method does not involve any code and use declarative XML instead. 
Both methods are valid to use, however the declarative XML is often much 
shorter and easier to understand and therefore this methods is much 
recommended. 

This work used a mix of the both approaches, first starting with declarative 

XML to declare the user interface and finally switching to java code and 
implementing the user interface logic. 
 

 
Figure 2. View hierarchy [11]. 

 
Then a simple text notification with icon was created to make the user 

aware when to access the application. 
 

3.2 Android Project in Eclipse 

The root project for the android application in eclipse was structured where the 

important root directories among others are: folder src, folder gen, folder res 

and androidManifest.xml. 
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3.2.1 Folder src 

Folder src contains java files and it includes the following packages: 

 

 Com.hundertProcent.media- package: here are the activities 

for the user interface implemented. 

 Com.hundertProcent.media.data- package: here are java 

classes implemented to store data in the database. 

 Com.hundertProcent.media.list- package: here are java 

classes and interface implemented to manage date and handle events 

from database. 

  Com.hundertProcent.media.server- package: here is java 

class implemented to process the background service.  

Figure 3 illustrates the packages in the folder src. 

 

 
Figure 3. Structure of the folder src. 

3.2.2 Folder gen 

In folder gen are the java files automatically generated and it includes the 

special class R.java and the class BuildConfig.java. Figure 4 illustrates 

the folder gen. 

 

 
Figure 4. Structure of folder gen. 
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3.2.3 Folder res 

In the folder res we included all the graphics, layouts and string definition. 

These are integrated in the application packages. Figure 5 illustrates the folder 

res. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Structure of res. 

 

3.2.4 AndroidManifest.xml 

The AndroidManifest.xml file is the main file in the application root 

directory and it acts as following [12]: 

 It names the Java package for the application. 

 It describes the components of the application — the activities, 

services, broadcast receivers, and content providers that the application 

is composed of. 

 It determines which processes will host application components. 

 It declares which permissions the application must have in order to 

access protected parts of the API and interact with other applications. 

 It also declares the permissions that others are required to have in 

order to interact with the application's components. 

 It declares the minimum level of the Android API that the application 

requires. 

 It lists the libraries that the application must be linked against. 

3.3 Limitation 

The main specific problem of the area of the research I was fronted with it was: 
 During the time of working with this thesis the company did not provide 
any data correlating to the message to simulate the application, which was to be 
developed. Consequently the thesis has just focused mainly on designing and 
implementing a prototype for developing an Android application for the mobile 
phone.  
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4 Designing and Implementing the Application 

This chapter describes the design and the implementation of the mobile 
application. 

4.1  Core Application 

Users start the application from their mobile and interact with it. The company 
100Procent Media put messages on a server that the mobile application later 
reads and store data in the database of the mobile application. This is handled 
by a Server implemented in the application.  The message includes information 

about the customers systems and information from 100Procent Media which 
different priorities, like important, critical or general.    

The data of the application are stored in the application and the customers 
receive data from the application.  Figure 6 illustrates an overview of the core 
application process. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Core application. 

4.2 Designing User Interface of the Application 

According to Ben Shneiderman et al. [13], the fundamental principles for 
designing user interface can be analyzed down into following four types: First 
determine user skill levels and identify the tasks and user needs, then choose an 
interaction style, next prevent errors and finally integrating automation while 
preserving human control. 

Similarly states Maoqiang Song et al. [14] that the fundamental principles 
for designing user interface for the mobile phone can be grouped as following: 
First focus on the user and display tasks correctly, next give an appropriate 

feedback to the user and find rule-based behavior mode and finally tolerate 
errors.    

It is important to have an easy user interface design to use for the 
presenting Android application. Since the application is likely to be one of 
several in use at any time the application should present a consistent user 
interface, accordingly the using of UI should be simple, easy and obvious [4].  

The design decision is broken down into the following steps: first, the use 

case for the application is defined. Second, the states of presenting information 
to the user are specified. Third, the modes of the mobile device are classified. 
Next, the actions of the device are defined. Then, the ways of interacting the 
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states and modes with device actions are analyzed. Finally, the decision of 
designing the ways of interacting with user is motivated.  

4.2.1 Use Cases for Application 

Use cases are defined for the application to give a functionality of the 
application. Figure 7 illustrates the definition of the use case for the application. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Overview of the use case. 

 

There are associations between the three use cases: read message, 
acknowledge message and delete message. The actor (in this case the 
user/customer) interacts with the system (in this case the application) and 
carries out the use cases: 

 Read message: the customer select a message and read it to know 

what the message is about. 

 Acknowledge message: the user get a message and the application 

get an acknowledgment about that. 

 Delete message: the user selects one or more messages from the 

list messages and chooses delete from options. The message will 

be deleted from the list messages.   

4.2.2 States of Presenting Information to the User 

The presented information to the user is determined in the following different 
priorities in order of importance of the message: 

 Low priority: information is in a low priority by presenting general 

information. This level of priority is not important and the user can 

usually ignore the message or read it later. 

 Medium priority: information is in a medium priority by presenting 

warning state of the server of the company to the user. This level of 

priority depends on user whether to go on the state or just ignore it. It 

could be reminders of high priority events that will happen later. 
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 High priority: information is in high priority by presenting critical state 

of the server of the company to the user. This level of priority is very 

important and the user must react to this state. For instance contact 

their customers or put up a temporary service elsewhere. 

4.2.3 Modes of the Device 

Users use their mobile in different ways, and the different modes of the mobile 
can be grouped into the following four types: The first type of the modes is that 
the application is running. The second type is that another application is running 
in front of the application. The next type of the modes is that no application is 
used, e.g. the home screen is displayed and the user might looks at time or other 

widgets to read information fast. The last type is that the device is locked, e.g. 
the user is in a meeting or driving the car and the mobile is in the pocket. 
 

4.2.4 Actions of the Mobile Device 

To make user aware about the states of the message the actions of the advice are 
reacted to different scenarios. These actions are: Background animation, 
Widget, Notification and Application. However these actions have advantages 

and also disadvantages.  
The advantage of the background animation is that the application can be 

changed in a variety of ways by receiving a message depending on the priority 
of states. The disadvantage of this action is that the user might have another 
background animation or running an application which means the background is 
not visible. 

The advantages of the widgets are that they present quick information and 
will start by receiving a message. The disadvantages of this action are first the 

widget show short information and second the user may be in another tabs view.  
A notification is a message that can be displayed on the status bar at the 

top of the screen. From this message the user can start the application. The 
advantages of the notifications are that this action aids drive application 
workflow and reminds users by providing a lot of different ways of notifying 
about starting the application. The disadvantage of this action is that this action 
can disturb the user during the user starting another application. 

The advantage of the application is that user can start the application 
whenever they are willing to. The disadvantage of this action is that the user has 
to care about the application to be aware about receiving any message. 

Comparing all these action with each other the action notification is of 
greater significance than the other actions. Therefore the action notification is 
used for the application as a way to notify the user about receiving a message. 

4.2.5 Ways of Interacting the States and Modes with Device Actions 

To classify the ways of interacting the states and modes with the actions of 
device the input/output-process is defined as following: 

 The states and modes are defined as Input. 

 The process is to inform the user about receiving the message. 

 The actions of the device are defined as Output. 

In figure 8 we can see the process of input and output: 
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Figure 8.  Input/ Output diagram. 

 
The following steps analyses all ways to make the user aware about 

receiving the message by using the action notification: 

 If the state is in low priority, which means the message is not relevant 

to start the application, the mobile will blink or buzz. 

 If the state is in medium priority, which means the message could be 

relevant to start the application, the mobile will vibrate and blink. 

 If the state is in high priority, which means the message is very 

important to start the application, the mobile will vibrate, blink and 

ring.  

Table 1 lists all ways of matching the states of presenting message and 
modes to the actions of device. 

 

  Modes of device 

 Application 
is running 

Another 
application 
is running 

Home 
screen 

Device is 
looked 

States of 
Receiving  
Messages 

Low 
priority 

Notification 
in popup 

Notification 
in popup 
and blink 

Notification 
in popup 
and blink 

Notification 
and blink 

Medium 
priority 

Notification 
in popup 

Notification 
in popup, 
vibrate and 
blink 

Notification 
in popup, 
vibrate 

Notification, 
vibrate and 
blink 

High 
priority 

Start view Notification 
in popup, 
vibrate, 
blink and 
ring 

Notification 
in popup, 
vibrate, 
blink and 
ring 

Notification 
in popup, 
vibrate, 
blink and 
ring 

Table1.  Analyzing the ways 

 

4.2.6 Motivation for Decision of Designing the Ways of Interacting 
with User 

The motivations for decision of designing the application are broken down into 
the following types correlating to the fundamental principles for designing user 
interface of Ben Shneiderman et al. [13] and Maoqiang Song et al. [14]: 

Determine user skill levels and identify the tasks: users are customers of 
the company and it is argued that customers are knowledgeable intermittent 

users. The user can read, acknowledge or delete the message. Consequently the 
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user skill levels and tasks are identified. Similar the focus on the user is 
determined and the tasks are displayed correctly.   

Choose an interaction style: user select the appropriated task from the 
menu, consequently the menu selection is decided as interaction style. 

Prevent and tolerate errors: there are dialogues to ensure the user about the 

usability, which let user know how to treat the information about messages. 
And though the errors can be prevented and tolerated. 

Integrating automation while preserving human control: the data are 
processed in pre-specified ways and different activities are performed 
simultaneously. Accordingly automation is integrated by preserving human 
control. 

Giving an appropriate feedback to the user: the result of actions is visible 

and users are informed continuously about new events through the visibility of 
the application statues. For these reason the appropriate feedback is given. 

Finding rule-based behavior mode: the behavior mode is followed based 
on the modes of the device, which is used. That is clearly described in the 
section 4.2.3.  

 

4.3 Implementation of the Application 

The mobile application includes four components, which are the main 
components to implement the prototype of the application. These components 
are: user interface, data, list and server. 

4.3.1 User Interface Component 

This component consists of the following activities, which form the user 

interface of the application: 

 SplashActivity: that is the first activity that will be started when 

user click on application and that show the logo of the company and 

after 1 second the MenuActivty will be started. 

 MenuActivity: after starting the SplashActivity the 

MenuActivity will be displayed.In this activity the user can choose 

ShowMessageActivty, ListMessageActivity or 

StatisticActivity.   

 ShowMessageActivty: in this activity is displayed the arrival time 

and date, the title of the subject and the message text. From this 

activity the user can than read, ignore, or delete the message. 

 ListMessageActivity: in this activity is displayed a list of all 

messages. The user can choose the message that he is interested in. By 

selecting a message the ShowMessageActivity will be displayed. 

This message will be then marked as read message in the 

StatisticActivity.  

  StatisticActivity: here is presented a general statistic of the 

messages. These messages are marked as read or unread. 

4.3.2 Data Component 

This component includes java classes Event and Eventdatabase to store 

data for the application. This component is responsible for preparing data, 

which are important to be received. 
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4.3.3 List Component 

This component includes java classes (EventCallbackManager and 

EventManager) and the interface class Callback. These classes are 

implemented to handle user events. 

4.3.4 Server Component 

This component is responsible for the background process, which perform the 

notification to the user. 
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5 Result 

This chapter covers the result of the research objectives that have been 
achieved.   

A design of the prototype has been analyzed. First, the presenting 
information has been specified to display the state of the server in priority 

levels. Next, a lot of different modes have been defined. Then, to have user 
attention actions of the device were defined. Finally, interacting the states and 
modes with actions of the device has been classified as presenting in table 1. 

Four components were used to implement the prototype. The first 
component formed the user interface. The second component stored data in the 
server of the application. The third component has handled the user events. The 
last component was responsible to notify the user about receiving a message. 

In these respects the result of the prototype is presented as following: 

 
The name of the application is 100ProcentMedia, consequently the user 

can easy find the application on the Menu of their mobile. Figure 9 illustrate 
how to find the application on the menu of the mobile, the application name is 
marked in orange color. 

 

 
Figure 9.  The menu of the mobile. 

 
First the logo of the company will be displayed for one second by clicking 

on the application. 
 

Second the menu of the application will be started. In this menu the user 

can decide between three components: show message, list messages 

and statistic messages. Figure 11 illustrates this menu. 
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Figure 11.  Menu of the application. 

 

By selecting the show message the menu of the show message will 

start. This message has information about the arrival time, arrival date, subject, 
and the message text. And that is the task to be identified. In this menu the user 

can read, ignore or delete the message. Figure 12 indicates the menu show 
message.  
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Figure 12.  Show message. 

 

By selecting list messages will display a list of all messages, from 

which the user can choose the message that is important for him. By selecting a 

message in this list the menu of the show message will start with the content 

of the selected message. Figure 13 illustrates the menu list message. 

 

 
Figure 13.  List message. 
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If the user chose the statistic button, it will display some statistics 

about the program and the communication with the server, like total number of 
the read and unread messages. 

To make a user aware about receiving a message a notification will be 
displayed on the status bar at the top of the screen as. Only the state high 
priority has been implemented, which means that the message is important. As 

can be seen in the Figure 14, the rating important icon indicates that an 

important message is received. The rating important is symbolized as a 

star form. 
 

 
Figure 14. The rating important icon. 

 
Finally by pressing the notification the menu activity of the application 

will be started. Then the user can select the show message component to 

read the critical message, which is about losing the communication to the 
customers. This notification action includes an icon for a state, title, short 
message and arrival time. Figure 15 illustrates this action. 

 

 
Figure 15.  Notification action.  
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6 Discussion and Conclusion 

In this chapter is presented the discussion about resolving research aim, answer 
to the research questions and finally what should be improved in the future. 

This paper shows that the developing android prototype will be very 
important for successful communication between the company and the 

costumers. This android application will ensure that. However this prototype 
can be better customized. 

Designing and implementing this android application was interesting and 
motivated me to study android deeply. Moreover I would like to use it in my 
future profession. 
     

6.1 Research Aim 

The aim of this thesis was to design and develop an android application as 
additional function to the web service for the company “100 Procent Media 
AB”. By designing and implementing a prototype for this application the aim 

has been fulfilled.   

6.2 Research Questions 

Here are presented the answers to the research questions as following: 

6.2.1 Can a Suitable User Interface be Designed for this Android 
Application? 

Yes, it has been designed a suitable user interface for the prototype of the 
application. 

User interface modules were built by using View and ViewGroups. 

This paper started with declarative XML to declare the user interface and finally 
switched to java code and implemented the user interface logic. In the result is 
shown how the designing user interface was performed. This design was chosen 
due to the motivation for Decision of Designing the Ways of Interacting with 
user, which was described in the section 4.2.6. 

6.2.2 Is it Possible to Display the Status of Server in Priority Way? 

Yes, it has been specified different states of presenting information to the user 
by defining different priorities of the importance of the message. This state was 
described in section 4.2.2. 

Depending on the importance the message were displayed in priority way, 
and the user decided to start application or not. However the user must react to 
the application by receiving a critical message, which was modified in the high 

priority.    

6.2.3 Are there some Ways to Make Users Aware when to Access 
the Application? 

Yes, the action of the notification was used to make the user aware in order to 
start the application. In the table 1 was listed all ways of matching the states of 
presenting message and modes to the actions of device.  
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6.3 Future Work 

Here are some future work presented that could be useful for the mobile 

application as additional function to the website of the company and for the 
prototype of the application. 

In order to develop an applicable mobile application for the company it is 
vital to have some data about the message from the company. It is also very 
significant to have good communication with the customers of the company in 
order to know more about the user skill level and identify their tasks. 

To improve the prototype of the application more actions of the device 

such as widget and background animation can be used in order to make the user 
better aware about the access to the application.    
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